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M.A. Thesis:

A study OF INFERIORITY FEELINGS and related
reactions basic on Alfred Adlre’s theory in novels “
school principal “ and in story “ dustbin”
The richness and flourishing of Persian language and literature is the result of writers and
poets hard work who have dedicated their entire life to its development and expansion.
Along with having literary knowledge, these people have been familiar with other areas in
humanities such as sociology, philosophy, politics, psychology, and the like. Psychology is
among those disciplines that can be interrelated and interdependent with literature in many
different aspects. Such a symbiosis has at times led to masterpieces and valuable works.
With regard to the brief history of psychology compared to that in literature, when we
look at the contemporary Persian story writers works, we find that they cause motivation,
interest, and enthusiasm in readers through characterization and plots. This shows that such
writers are familiar with psychology as well as literature.
Now, in this research, we are going to scrutinize three selected works: Modire Madrese
by Jalae Ale Ahmad, Shazdeh Ehtejab by Hooshang Golshiri, and Ashghaldooni by
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Gholamhosein Saedi in order to highlight the hidden personality features in them based on
the sense of inferiority theory by the great German theoretican Alfred Adler
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